CITY LOGISTICS – STATUS AND TRENDS
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Abstract: City logistics aims to increase the efficiency and mitigate the negative effects of logistics processes and activities, and at the same time support the sustainable development of the urban areas. Major European and national research projects, undertaken from the end of the last century onwards, indicate that the state of the urban area logistics is quite critical. The situation requires a comprehensive analysis and active participation of the authorities and companies in order to solve the growing problems and define the sustainable solutions which would encourage the economic development and improve the living conditions in the city. In order to make logistics activities less routine, and thereby more efficient, many initiatives have been launched, especially in the terms of environmental impact and service quality. However, the changes are slow and environmental trends are setting new challenges. The main problem is the lack of planning activities and comprehensive and long term policy of city logistics. Decisions of city planners are often inadequate, without the analysis of existing situation and interaction of city logistics and complex socio-economic system of the city and its surrounding, without research and studies of different measures and impacts on the overall city logistics system. This article presented the current situation and trends in the implementation of logistics chains within the urban areas in order to highlight the complexity of solving the problems of a complex city logistics system.
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1. Introduction

With the growth of the urban population (UN – United Nations, 2012), the volume of goods and traffic flows are also growing. Expansion and economic empowerment of the city are the main driving forces, and simultaneously the “victims” of the development of city logistics and freight transportation (Loffler, 1999). Cities depend on the logistics systems efficiency, therefore their further development and economic progress are closely linked to the further expansion of the logistics activities, primarily transportation. Therefore, it is impossible to significantly reduce road freight transport, not affecting thereby the needs of the city and its inhabitants. On the other hand, with the growth of the vehicle-kilometers, the environmental impacts are also growing and congestion in urban areas threatens to become an even bigger problem. However, despite the complex interdependencies and major problems, city administration, politicians and planners pay very little attention to logistics and freight transport.
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Current situation requires detailed analysis, immediate intervention and long-term solutions.

In order to comprehend the dimensions of city logistics, it is desirable to know the characteristics of logistics, transport and goods flows, as well as the systems that enable their implementation. The volume of flows is directly related to the size of the city. However, in addition to consumer goods, it is necessary to examine the flows of intermediate goods, raw materials, construction materials and other various cargos. On the other hand, the flows volume largely depends on the geographical and spatial characteristics, spatial organization of urban functions, logistics infrastructure and the role of the observed area in the goods flow realization on a higher level. Therefore, the flow volumes in the cities which are important logistical nodes (gateway or hub systems) are significantly higher as a result of the transit flows i.e. the vehicles that circulate through the city, but not with the aim of meeting the demands of an enterprise or a household in the urban environment. In large European cities, shopping trips (made by the cars of end consumers) make up between 45 and 55% of the urban goods movements (Gonzalez-Feliu et al., 2012) and may participate with 15-20% of the total vehicle-kilometers (Dablanc, 2009). Likewise, transit flows can significantly burden the city’s transport network and disrupt the living conditions. For these reasons, these categories of flows should be included in the definition of urban planning documents with the aim of the efficient functioning of the city as a whole.

Although the dimensions and characteristics of the goods and transport flows vary from city to city, major research projects undertaken from the end of the last century onwards, mostly in developed countries, indicate that the requirements for delivering/collecting the goods nevertheless converge. It can be said that the city generates about (Dablanc, 2009):

- 0,1 delivery/collection per capita per day;
- 1 delivery/collection per job per week;
- 300 to 400 truck drives per 1000 inhabitants per day; and
- 30 to 50 tons of goods per capita per year.

These flows include all goods movements generated by the needs of economic entities, all deliveries and collection of the basic goods, materials, auxiliary materials and consumables, mail and waste materials, as well as home deliveries resulting from the distance selling (e-commerce). The analyzes doesn’t generally include two important categories of flows: flows of private carriage of goods by the individuals, citizens, for their own purposes (shopping trips) and transit flows, i.e. the vehicles that circulate through the city, but not with the aim of meeting the demands of an enterprise or a household in the urban environment. In large European cities, shopping trips (made by the cars of end consumers) make up between 45 and 55% of the urban goods movements (Gonzalez-Feliu et al., 2012) and may participate with 15-20% of the total vehicle-kilometers (Dablanc, 2009). Likewise, transit flows can significantly burden the city’s transport network and disrupt the living conditions. For these reasons, these categories of flows should be included in the definition of urban planning documents with the aim of the efficient functioning of the city as a whole.

The logistics industry is influenced by a number of global trends (Tadić et al., 2013a), and the organization and implementation of logistics activities in the city depends on a number of factors that describe the complex social and economic system of the city and its surroundings (Tadić, 2014). These factors are variable categories, and their analysis can identify the problems and directions for future development of the city logistics.

For the purpose of admissibility, successful implementation and sustainability of solution, appropriate methods should encourage the participation of all stakeholders in its creation and the effects,
i.e. the consequences for the entire system of the city logistics should be considered. However, changes in the problem solving approaches and integrated planning require a certain level of understanding of the nature of logistics activities, which is usually not the case (Tadić and Zečević, 2015).

2. The Importance of City Logistics

Although it is the least monitored and planned, road freight system has a strong urban component. Ogden (1992) states that in the US (United States) about 30% of the total kilometers traveled by the road freight vehicles (with the payload of over 3.5 tones) are carried out within the large urban areas. According to the estimates of the European Conference of Ministers of Transport (ECMT) urban freight transport makes 34% of the total freight transport, occupies 20% of the entire transport network (network occupied x hour) and produces 60% of the total emissions (OECD - Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2003). In addition, commercial vehicles with the gross weight exceeding the 3.5 tones, which are being used for the distribution of goods in the urban areas, make up 10% of the total number of vehicles on the street network of the European cities, and their participation in the urban traffic flows (vehicle-kilometers) is within 10-20%. Given that smaller delivery vehicles (vans and pick-up vehicles) and passenger cars are increasingly used for the distribution of goods, this share of freight transport is significantly higher. The realization of logistics flows in the urban areas engages 2-5% of the employed labor force, while the logistics systems occupy 3-5% of the urban land (EC – European Commision, 2007a). The city is not only the ultimate destination of the cargo flows, but also the place from which the goods are shipped. From the perspective of the origin and destination of cargo flows, 20-25% of the freight vehicle-kilometers in the city are the flows shipped from the city, 40-50% are the flows entering the city, and the rest are the inner city flows (Dablanc, 2009). Researches show that the difference between the volumes of incoming and outgoing flows is increasing as a result of the production decline in the urban areas (Allen and Browne, 2010).

Analysis of the logistics costs also shows the importance of city logistics. Logistics costs include the cost of packaging, manipulation, transportation, warehousing, inventory and administrative costs from ordering raw materials to delivery of the final product to the end user. Since the 80s of the last century, the share of these costs decreased from 12.1% to 6.1%, while the share of transport costs decreased from 5.9% to 2.6% (ELA - European Logistics Association, 2004). However, in the middle of the last decade, first there was the stagnation and then the growth of these costs. According to the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals (CSCMP), logistics costs are accounted for 9.9% of the US GDP (Gross Domestic Product) in 2007, and fell to 7.9% of the GDP in 2009, as a result of the recession. Since then, they grow (amounted to 8.5% of the GDP in 2011), but are still lower than before the recession (CSCMP, 2012). The Canadian studies showed that transport costs in the urban areas are 2.6 times higher than the costs in the suburbs (Ogden, 1992). UPS (United Parcel Service), one of the largest operators of express delivery in the world, estimated that the delivery costs to New York are about 30% higher than the average costs in the rest of the country (IAURIF - Institut d'aménagement et d’urbanisme d’Ile-de-France, 1999).
Researches from the beginning of the 21st century in Europe showed that the share of the costs of collection and delivery of goods (mainly in the urban areas) are about 40% of the total costs of the door to door service in the combined transport flows. According to the present trends it is estimated that these costs will grow (PORTAL, 2003). Transport operators in France stated that the costs of urban and intercity parts of the transportation are equal (Dablanc, 2009). According to the CSCMP estimates, about 28% of the total transportation costs are incurred by the realization of the last mile (Goodman, 2005). Share of the final distribution costs in the total transportation costs of the logistics chain depends on the number of users, characteristics of the shipment, reliability as the consequence of the traffic congestion, etc. (Rodrigue et al., 2009). High costs indicate the inefficiency of urban freight transport. Local authorities in the European cities have undertaken various regulatory and incentive measures, with the aim of increasing consolidation, cooperation and coordination, and raising the efficiency of the city logistics, primarily urban freight transport. Impact analysis of the applied initiatives highlights the complexity of the problem (Danielis et al., 2010) because the results vary, particularly from the perspective of the environment. The impact analysis of the delivery time intervals in the Netherlands determined the average delivery costs for the retails in all parts of the city and shopping areas, but also for the entire retail sector including the food retail. Goods delivery costs for the shopping areas were higher due to the access restrictions (time intervals and limitations concerning delivery vehicles). On the other hand, the food retail sector had lower costs of transport and logistics, compared with overall retail sector, due to the presence of large retail chains with efficient organization of logistics activities (TNO - Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek, 2003).

The aforementioned facts indicate that the city logistics is one of the key factors of the urban sustainability. Distribution of goods provides the vital functions of the city. However, efficient realization of the supply flows is a necessary but not sufficient condition of life within the city. Normal functioning of the city requires efficient realization of the reverse flows, i.e. the extraction of waste, secondary raw materials and recycling materials. The importance of reverse flows is proven by the fact that between 1990 and 1995 waste production in Europe increased by 10%, and according to OECD estimates it will increase by 45% by 2020, compared to the level from 1995 (EC, 2004). In 2006, the EU-27 produced 3 000 million tons of waste, or about six tons per capita. There are significant differences in the generation of waste between countries, mainly due to various industrial and socio-economic structures. Municipal waste varies by a factor of 2.6 between countries, and in 2008 was on average 524 kg per capita in the EU-27 (EEA - European Environment Agency, 2010a). The packaging waste originating from the households and commercial sector accounts for about 3% of the total waste and varies across countries, ranging from 40 kg per capita in Bulgaria, to 232 kg in Ireland (EEA, 2010b). Economic development has caused the growth of production and consumption and shortening of the product life cycle, increasing thereby the amount of waste materials. Similarly, the presence of the inadequately packaged products, especially in terms of transport, in the distribution flows is increasing, further reducing the efficiency of the logistics activities in the city. Reverse
flows of the expired goods, seasonal goods or perishable food products, in addition to the requirements for the collection of packaging and freight handling units, impose significant and highly complex requirements.

The fact that the quantity of the delivered goods and the number of the vehicles launched are reversely proportional, also points to the problems of the urban logistics. The reverse proportionality is the consequence of a large share of the small capacity vehicles in the realization of flows and lower utilization of the cargo space. Obviously, the possibility of aggregating demands in time and space is not utilized enough. Volkswagen’s research from the 90s of the last century showed that 85% of the weekly deliveries of goods were realized with 5%, and the remaining 15% of the amount with 95%, of the total number of launched vehicles (Esser and Petry, 1993). In Lausanne, 52% of the goods are delivered by 88% of the launched vans, while the remaining goods (48%) are transported with 12% of launched freight vehicles (gross vehicle weight exceeding 3.5t) (PORTAL, 2003).

For these reasons, the goal of city logistics is the harmonization of supply and demand, or the overall optimization of logistics flows in the city. In the past there were individual attempts of aggregation and consolidation of the cargo flows, but since it is mostly done on the initiative of the private sector (groups of logistics providers, freight forwarders), capabilities and effects were limited. However, today this is an approach that developed European cities are increasingly trying to impose, due to the aforementioned economic and environmental reasons.

3. Basic Characteristics and Trends of the City Logistics

Goods and transport flows in the city are the result of the logistical decisions, i.e. the processes necessary for the organization of an efficient delivery and collection of goods. Logistics decisions, based on the requirements of the production and distribution sector, depend on the behavior of economic actors, such as households and companies. On the other hand, the spatial organization of industrial, commercial and logistics systems, but also the present legal framework and regulations have a direct impact on the planning, organization and implementation of the logistics activities in the city. These interactions provide the complex characteristics of city logistics and logistics chains in the city (Fig. 1). One of the characteristics is that the implementation of goods flows generally do not depend on the internal structure of the city, although it has a significant impact on the total number of freight vehicle-kilometers, and thus to other economic and environmental parameters. Each activity (trade, service, industrial, administrative, etc.) can be associated with a specific profile of generating the flow of goods, which is identical for all urban areas. From the logistics perspective, freight flow generator (trade, catering facility, pharmacy, bakery, bank, warehouse, etc.) works in the same or a similar manner regardless of whether it is in the center of a big metropolis or in the suburbs of a medium large city. This and other characteristics of the city logistics and logistics chains are described in detail below.
3.1. „Neutralization” of the City from the City Logistics Perspective

From the city logistics perspective, some kind of “neutralization” of the city’s territory is noticeable. Deliveries are carried out in a similar manner in all cities, regardless of their differences (Dablanc, 2007). On the other hand, by analyzing the developed urban freight transport models, from the beginning of this century, it was found that the size and shape of the city have a significant impact on the performance of urban freight flows (Woudsma, 2001). Given that the transport is one of the logistics subsystems, definition and success of the city logistics conceptual solutions depend on the characteristics of the urban environment. Cities differ in demographic, geographic, economic, social, cultural, historical and other characteristics, therefore initiatives and concepts of city logistics do not have the same effect, and in some cities are not even applicable (Tadić et al., 2014c). The main problems are not always well defined, and the connection with the proposed measures and the characteristics of the city is not always present, although that is the goal. Due to the lack of knowledge, financial and human resources, and under the excuse of improving the economy and quality of life in the city, local governments often try to implement initiatives and concepts of city logistics solutions from other cities. However, the expected positive effects are absent, and in some cases problems and dissatisfaction of citizens and implementers of logistics activities increases. This indicates a noticeable lack of planning activities, i.e. the comprehensive and long-term policy of city logistics.

Generally, logistical decisions are often inadequate, without the necessary research, analysis and insight into the various objectives, criteria, measures and impacts. On the one hand, the logistics flows are under the influence of various
parameters of the urban environment, such as infrastructure conditions, economic structure, spatial plans etc. On the other hand, the realization of logistics flows affects the different parameters of the urban environment, such as traffic congestion, accessibility, air pollution etc. Also, there is interdependence between the causes and effects of the implementation of logistics flows, for example, greater traffic congestion causes less efficient realization of the flows and vice versa (Tadić, 2014). Logistics and urban planning are complementary systems with strong interactions. The availability of logistics services, among other things, is determined by the location of the enterprise, and the decision on the location is made by the local administration in accordance with the spatial plan (Geurs and van Wee, 2004). In addition, the promotion and development of transport and logistics infrastructure and transport capacity may cause changes in logistics processes and activities and thus stimulate transport demand (Hesse and Rodrigue, 2004) and other requirements for the basic, auxiliary and supplementary logistics services. The location decision on the logistics center or warehouse, mainly takes into account only the property and geological characteristics of the land, even though the solution of this problem requires consideration of a large number of criteria, such as transport accessibility, availability, distance from major economic centers, availability of land for future expansion, etc. (Tadić et al., 2013b). However, on the city territory, the land is no longer an issue. It simply does not exist for the development of logistics activities. Since the city is a complex system, costly and full of limitations, in most cases it represents only a space for circulation, loading or unloading of goods. Very little permanent logistics systems and logistics service providers are located on the city’s territory and operators use them only when it is necessary.

Beside the fact that it is not dependent on local conditions, city logistics is also characterized by some particularly negative characteristics of the logistics industry. This rather refers to the activity of urban freight transport, although the situation is similar in terms of storage, inventory and packaging. For example, there is a tendency for non-compliance with social and labor legislation (longer working hours), and the vehicles engaged in the distribution of goods in the city are usually older and thus less environmentally friendly than vehicles in the long haul transport. The reason for these negative characteristics is the high competition in the road transport industry, especially for small and medium-sized enterprises operating in the city. In order to ensure market share and reduce costs, many operators extend the lifetime of the vehicles or the number of working hours in the distribution of goods. On the other hand, small trade, distribution and logistics companies have conveniently settled existing logistics systems in the city, built a long time ago, often in the central urban areas, near railway freight station or airport, and developed their own warehouse and distribution activities. These systems are equipped with the outdated storage and manipulative technologies that reduce the efficiency of logistics processes and adversely affect the quality of services (Tadić et al., 2014a).

3.2. The Lack of the City Logistics Plans

Due to the negative impact of logistics activities on the environment, economy and quality of life in the city, local authorities are increasingly aware of the importance of
organization and control over the execution of logistics chains, but mostly they do not know how to conduct them. Regardless of the measure adopted for organizing the logistics activities, goods will be delivered to the recipient at the time and place as a result of the logistics decision-making process. The reorganization is mainly performed through the reinforced regulation, i.e. the restriction of access for delivery vehicles. As the main actors are local authorities, the field of action is limited to the transport activity of a city. The main motive of the initiatives is a smaller number of vehicle-kilometers in the city, i.e. the reduction of the traffic congestion and improvement of the environmental conditions. However, the results of the application do not show the expected effects even in the terms of ecology. In addition, prohibitive and restrictive measures limit the realization of logistics activities, instead of making them more efficient and sustainable (Allen et al., 2000; Ballantyne et al., 2013; Dablanc, 2007; Holguin-Veras et al., 2013; Quak, 2008; Quak and de Koster, 2009; Tadić et al., 2014b). On the other hand, the relaxation of restrictions for freight vehicles can cause economic and environmental benefits (McKinnon, 2005), reducing the total delivery and collection time, and the number of vehicles in the urban areas (Anderson et al., 2005).

In fact, cities do not have a defined policy of city logistics. Laws governing logistics in the city do not exist, and regulations pertaining to urban freight transport are rare and mostly outdated. Restrictive measures concerning the load capacities of vehicles and times for accessing the particular city zone are applying for more than 30 years and did not change regardless of changes in the realization of the logistics chains (Dablanc, 2007). In fact, for the local authorities, the road freight transport is generally undesirable and should be prohibited or strictly regulated. In addition, the regulations are mainly of local nature and may be in conflict with those of neighboring municipalities. In one metropolitan area in France there are as many as 30 different regulations relating to capacity and size of vehicles, which obliges the logistics and transport companies to decide which rules will they respect, and which neglect (Dablanc, 2009). Rare are those cities in which the authorities consider logistics, especially transport activities, as the services that need help in order to be organized in a more efficient manner.

Generally, the analysis of city logistics initiatives (Tadić et al., 2014b; Tadić et al., 2014d) leads to several conclusions. First, the public sector, i.e. the local authorities do not know enough about the nature and problems of the realization of logistics activities in the city, while the logistics service providers did not sufficiently develop awareness of the need to achieve sustainability promoted by the local authorities. Second, the interaction between the private and public sectors is at a very low level, which causes the misunderstanding between the participants in the city logistics. Third, initiatives are destined to fail if the initiator is unable to realize their influences outside the self-defined area of operation (mainly the strictly limited space). Active participation in the initiatives demonstrates the willingness of the main actors to change their own behavior, even in the long run. This occurs in situations when the reasons for the implementation of initiatives are related to the reasons for the participation of the main actors.

Most of the city logistics initiatives require change of the logistics service providers’
behavior, without prior analysis of the impact on their business performance. Rejection can be interpreted as a lack of the sufficient power and will of the providers to make their activities more sustainable, although they are responsible for their realization. However, initiatives cannot be successfully implemented unless they have a positive impact on logistics activities, i.e. logistics performances. Exceptions are the political initiatives that are forcing a change of behavior in accordance with the present legal measures. Such initiatives are considered unfair and induce resistance, which further requires the conditioning of the application in order to become operational in practice. In order to succeed, appropriate methods should be applied to encouraged participation in the initiatives, but this requires a certain level of understanding of the nature of logistics activities.

Existing policies, although not sufficiently systematic, are mostly dealing with the urban freight transport, and decisions are made without consulting all stakeholders and considering the consequences for the entire system of the city logistics. However, since the beginning of this century, the awareness of the importance of city logistics on the overall economic, environmental and social system is growing, and certain efforts are being made in the direction of changing approaches for solving the problems and integrated planning of this area. In some European cities, certain attempts to define a comprehensive strategy planning of the city logistics are recorded. The process of making master plans of urban logistics and freight transport, for the cities with over 100 000 inhabitants, was launched in France. The plans are mostly finished, but few have been implemented. The authorities of the French metropolises did not have a sufficient budget, human resources or political power for the implementation of the defined measures and activities (Dablanc, 2007). In the UK (United Kingdom) cities, for years there have been consultations and negotiations of the local administration and logistics providers (FQP, Freight Quality Partnership) with the aim of understanding the interests and concerns of the participants of city logistics. These initiatives are supported at the national level by publishing guidelines and case studies (DfT - Department for Transport, 2003a, 2003b; Allen and Browne, 2010). In Barcelona, Spain, city authorities require that all new restaurants, bars and caterers have the storage space of at least 5 m², so the supply of drinks and other goods would not have to be on a daily basis. Northern European cities (Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Stockholm, Gothenburg, etc.) apply access restrictions for delivery vehicles based on the environmental criteria, i.e. the negative impact on the environment. According to these regulations, only newer or fully loaded vehicles may enter the city center. These standards are intended to replace the earlier access restrictions related to the capacity and size of vehicles, which are now considered quite irrelevant. The above examples do not represent the models to follow. Although perhaps more innovative than the others, these cities did not yet resolve the problem, define the policy, nor adopt the concept of city logistics, i.e. they still do not have an efficient system of goods delivery. The system of control, through the regulations, restrictions and prohibitions, should support a certain concept of the city logistics, but should not be the solution itself.

The public sector, i.e. the administration of the city, should be the major initiator of solving the problems of city logistics. However, without the support of the
private sector, the effects of the initiatives are limited. For this reason, the existing policies for solving the problems of goods distribution rely on the active participation of the private sector in defining the objectives and managing (Stathopoulos et al., 2012). Previously, the main objectives of the city logistics policies were to reduce the traffic congestion, while the current policies focus on a broader economic and environmental efficiency (Benjelloun et al., 2010). Besides that, more recent projects emphasized the implementation of initiatives related to the consolidation of flows. Application of the concept of consolidation and cooperation between the operators, i.e. carriers, gives the possibility to reduce the flows, which is in fact the main objective. However, empirical experience showed that their survival depends on specific conditions, such as public financial subsidies and involved types of goods (Danielis et al., 2010).

3.3. Inadequate Offer of the Logistics Services

The difference between the behavior and demands of consumers, households and business units on one side, and logistics services offered in response to the requests, on the other, is very noticeable in the cities. Behavioral changes in consumption have led to the changes in shopping trips. Shopping is currently performed in various places, including small local shops and grocery stores, local supermarkets, large supermarkets, mail, internet etc. This “variability” of the shopping places affects the complexity of the shopping journeys (different modes of transport are used, shopping is combined with other reasons for travelling), but also affects the creation of new demands for logistics services, such as home deliveries or deliveries to the special locations for collecting the goods (McLeod et al., 2006; Song et al., 2009).

Generators of the logistics flows, particularly retails, have increasing demands for the introduction of new logistics services, which can significantly change the organization of city logistics. The range of products is expanding, therefore the need for additional space for their display is growing, which confirms the fact that the storage areas within the retails are reducing (Smith et al., 2005), i.e. requirements for the storage of goods within the retails in the city is growing. Retails research in Lille and Tour (France) showed that 15% of these generators were interested and willing to pay for the storage space in the city. The same percentage of the retail owners was interested in the home delivery service, and about 8% for especially dedicated areas for receiving the goods. Besides that, one third of the retails have requirements for the reverse logistics services (collection of pallets and cardboard packaging) (Dablanc, 2007). In addition to the requirements for the collection of packaging and freight handling units, researches in Belgrade showed that about 1.5% of the delivered seasonal and perishable goods have the demand for the services of reverse logistics (Tadić, 2014).

The Logistics sector has launched a surprisingly small number of initiatives in response to the previously mentioned requirements. Many services are not offered by the logistics providers, at least not in a way that is specific to urban conditions. Even significant growth in e-commerce (EC, 2012) has not yet led to the specialization of city logistics. The most of the home deliveries are realized by the postal, courier or express services, while many logistics service
providers are not interested in this market segment due to the many operational problems (Hesse, 2002). The prices of home deliveries are relatively high and they are considered to be the biggest obstacle for the future growth (Visser and Hassall, 2006). In addition, the failed delivery that may occur if the customer is not at home (at the given address) at the time of the delivery creates additional transport and environmental problems (Allen et al., 2008; Browne et al., 2001). According to the estimates, between 2 and 30% of home deliveries cannot be realized, which increases the activity of delivery vehicles and any related adverse effects (Edwards et al., 2009). Another problematic element of e-commerce is the realization of the flows of the returned products. Internet sales, in particular, are facing with the high rates of returns, because customers often do not know all the features of the product before buying. For example, online clothing retailers experienced the return rate of up to 45% of their orders (Tarn et al., 2003). The costs of handling the returned products, which include bridging the “last mile” for the second time, can easily destroy the economic viability of the on-line trade channels.

However, there are also positive examples of the initiatives in the sector of city logistics. In Germany, Deutsche Post / DHL group has implemented a network of automatic stations for collecting the goods, Packstation or 24 Tower (Niches, 2009). By placing Collection Delivery Point (CDP) stations, the problem of failed home deliveries can be solved and total distances of the shopping trips can be reduced by 16-53% (Song, 2008; Song et al., 2009). However, regardless to its practicality, e-commerce is still associated with dissatisfaction of users in terms of services, delivery in particular. The logistic service for which there is an increasing demand in some European cities is a professional storage. Thus, the English company Shurgard, once renting the storage space for the households in London, later developed a storage service for retails and other generators in the city center (Dablanc, 2007).

3.4. Centralization of the Supply Chain and Sub-Urbanization of the Logistics

The size, population density and economic structure of the city, as well as the operational models and vehicle structure in the realization of flows, affect the extent and location of the logistics activities. Significant impact on logistics and urban areas has the strategic organization of the supply chains, i.e. spatial arrangements and locations of logistics centers and warehouse systems within the chain (Allen et al., 2012).

By the 1970, supply chains were relatively decentralized, with a larger number of warehouses, often at the point of production and in the immediate vicinity of the recipient, but also between these two points. This resulted in a large number of relatively small warehouses, i.e. logistics systems inside the urban areas, often in the city center and near the industrial zones. Factors that influenced the location of warehouse systems were the proximity of production facilities and markets, appropriate access to the road network and intermodal facilities, land cost and the availability of work force (McKinnon, 1989). Three trends affected the change of the location selection concept for the warehouse and logistics systems in the developed countries (Allen et al., 2012):

- De-industrialization has led to a decline in industrial production (as the main generator of goods and transportation activities) and the requirements for
the production and warehouse systems in the urban areas of the developed countries (Hesse, 2008). Manufacturing activities are relocated to the countries of the Eastern Europe and Asia, where companies use lower labor costs. Relocation of production systems has led to the relocation of warehouse and logistics systems to these countries, while the developed countries of Europe and America import the goods through the large and modern logistics centers near ports and freight villages along major transport corridors outside the urban areas (Bowen, 2008; Cidell, 2010; Woudsma et al., 2008).

- **Spatial centralization of warehouse and logistics system** in order to reduce the supply chain costs. The concept of a larger number of smaller warehouse systems is being abandoned and flows directed to the large national and regional logistics centers that serve the wider catchment area. Centralization is enabled through the development of transport infrastructure which has enabled companies to locate their logistics, i.e. warehouse systems, on the strategically important points characterized by the good hinterland availability. Freight villages, as logistical systems that serve national and international markets, have become a key element of the city’s economy. Large, modern logistics and distribution centers tend to concentrate in the large urban areas (Cidell, 2010). Total inventories in the supply chain are reducing by the centralization and direction of the flows through the large logistics systems (McKinnon, 1989, 2009). On the other hand, centralization of the warehouse systems increases the costs of transport, but this growth is more than compensated by the savings from the centralization of inventories. Many supply chains are realized through the hub and spoke network of regional and national logistics centers in conjunction with local, urban centers, where goods are transshipped to the vehicles for local delivery.

- *Increasing land prices and traffic congestion* in the urban areas have forced companies to move their logistics systems at locations with relatively lower prices of land (Hesse, 2008). Since the logistic systems generates a large number of freight and delivery vehicles, causes the air pollution and emissions of greenhouse gases and noise and visually violate the city, logistics is becoming less present in the central and urban areas and tend to relocate to the suburban parts of the city. In addition, high costs of the urban land affected the limitation of storage space within commercial buildings and its commitment to support the core business activities that make profit (e.g. an increase of the sales space in the retail objects). This has led to the suburbanization of logistics (Allen et al., 2012) and relocation of the logistics systems to the suburban zones (Cidell, 2010; Dablanc and Rakotonarivo, 2010; Hesse, 2008; O’Connor, 2010; Woudsma et al., 2008).

Development of road freight transport (higher payload and speed) further supported the above-mentioned trends and moving of the logistics systems from the urban areas. The logistics sprawl or the sub-urbanization has serious consequences for the environment. Moving of the logistics systems away from the central urban areas increases the transport distances in the process of supplying, i.e. the kilometers traveled, and accordingly the greenhouse
gas emissions, while the congestion that generate significant social costs grows. These facts are even more important if it is known that the majority of deliveries (over 2/3 in the European cities), to and from the urban environment, are realized via the terminals and distribution centers located in the immediate vicinity. Research of the effects of the logistics sprawl on the CO₂ emissions in Paris (Dablanc and Rakotonarivo, 2010) have contributed to raising awareness of the local authorities about these environmental challenges.

With the reduction of warehouse space, both in commercial activities, as well as in the production systems, demands for reliable, regular and flexible deliveries of relatively small quantities of goods is growing. This led to the implementation of JIT (Just In Time) strategy for the supply of urban facilities (Rodrigue, 2006; Taylor, 2001). Inventories are partially transferred to the transport system which causes the growth of traffic congestion and pollution, i.e. the growth of social costs. This is confirmed by empirical research in the UK: on a sample of 87 companies, the decrease of 39% in the storage capacity is identified, while one third of the companies had a larger volume of road transport (McKinnon, 1998). Part of the goods for supplying the city is not stored at all, but instead it is sorted inside the cross-docking terminals and immediately loaded onto the vehicles and delivered to the buyers (Bowen, 2008). Besides that, the trend of growing goods flows is continuing, which along with the growth of the urban population leads to the increased activities of road freight and light commercial vehicles.

Researchers in the UK cities, for the period of 1998-2008, show an increase in surface area of trade and other commercial facilities and significant reduction of the production, i.e. industrial, surface areas. However, despite the centralization of logistics activities, surface areas of the storage systems have increased by 22%. This indicates that the growth of goods flows, and thus the logistics activities, is greater than the reduction of warehousing space that occurred as a result of the spatial concentration of logistics systems. However, this growth is related to the suburban areas, while in the urban and central areas this resulted in the reduction of the surface areas under logistics systems (in London by 82%). The growth in the number of warehouse systems was lower than the growth of their surface areas, which confirms the trend of centralization in the supply chain (Allen et al., 2012).

3.5. Logistics Outsourcing

A significant feature of the city logistics, since the eighties of the last century, is the growing trend of the logistics outsourcing. On the basis of cost and quality parameters, the companies are making a decision on whether to produce or purchase some products or services, i.e. whether they should pay someone to carry them out (MOB, make or buy). If a company realizes logistics activities cheaper than if someone was hired for their execution, then it should remain within the company. This concept is defined as the logistics insourcing. However, if it is more profitable for the company to hire someone to perform logistics activities, the outsourcing would be the right choice. This is in fact a process of buying services from the specialized companies which provide logistics services, i.e. the logistics providers.

Different operators and service providers appear in the processes of organization and realization of logistics activities in the city.
Small enterprises (shopping, restaurants, craft, etc.) are mainly associated with the logistics insourcing. They perform themselves the processes of ordering, by purchasing the goods, packaging, transportation, by their own cars or vans, and warehousing and inventory, in the sales (catering, craft) premises or auxiliary warehouses. On the other hand, large companies with their own retail chains, large industrial complexes, manufacturers and wholesalers who have their own logistical subsystems (distribution centers, fleet, etc.), also belong to the category of the organizers and operators of activities for their own needs. The benefits of the inhouse realization of logistics activities are better control over trade flows and time and cost of the implementation of logistics activities, easier planning of transportation activities and their alignment with other activities, and marketing (vehicle serving as a mobile billboard), as an additional benefit. However, in the case of small quantities of goods, efficiency of logistics activities, particularly transport, and the possibility of flows consolidation are limited. Small companies usually realize direct deliveries, while the planning of the logistics activities in the larger companies is more complex. The logistics branch is often separating, legally and economically, from the parent company and can apply complex logistical concepts which emphasize the benefits of the flows consolidation (Zečević and Tadić, 2006).

Viewed over a longer period of time, the self-directed realization of cargo flows is in decline. This is the consequence of the higher demands for the service quality and offers of the additional services by the professional logistics service providers. Logistics service providers in addition to transport, also provide the services of warehousing, sorting, packing, etc. The senders or receivers of the goods can engage a logistics provider for the realization of individual services, most commonly transport (2PL - Second Party Logistics), or to enter into a long term contract for the execution of a wider range of logistics services (outsourcing level 3PL – Third Party Logistics). 2PL providers are mainly transport or shipping companies, often specialized in a particular type of goods or group of goods flow generators. Some companies combine their own and professional transport in a way that the regular part of the transport operations are carried out by their own, while for the off-peak requests (greater volumes or specific goods) they hire transportation companies. By leaving the logistics activities to the specialized logistic service providers (3PL providers), companies reduce costs and have more opportunities to develop core business. Logistics outsourcing, as the business system, is also desirable from the environmental perspective. For the purpose of efficiency, logistics providers realize consolidated deliveries to the objects in the city and have better utilization of vehicles cargo space, which reduces the number of delivery vehicles and vehicle-kilometers traveled. Since the deliveries are consolidated, higher capacity vehicles can be used and the number of deliveries can be decreased (Whiteing and Edwards, 1997). Greater use of the logistics outsourcing affects the reduction of the total surface area of the warehouse systems and inventory levels, and on the other hand improves the service quality. The advantages of the outsourcing are increasingly used by the retail suppliers also. By entering the congested urban areas, operational costs increase and the profitability and
competitiveness are becoming questionable. Logistics outsourcing gives suppliers the opportunity to deliver bulk, unpacked and unsorted goods to the providers’ warehouses, available 24 hours and seven days a week, thus avoiding the congested city roads and reducing costs.

Logistics service providers in the urban areas are mostly small companies. In Europe, 85% of the companies providing goods distribution services have less than five employees. In Italy, the small individual carriers with mainly one vehicle (it. padroncini) realize 80% of deliveries in the urban areas. The situation is similar in the other parts of the world. In Mexico City, 80% of the private carriers are those who have less than five vehicles, and 70% of the total fleet of these companies is comprised of light commercial vehicles of a gross weight of up to 3.5 tones (Lozano, 2006).

In most cities, urban freight transport is very inefficient, i.e. the same amount of goods, with the same or better quality of service, can be delivered with a smaller number of vehicle-kilometers. This inefficiency is mostly associated with the companies that realize transport services by their own means (insourcing), and the studies have shown that smaller firms have a lower utilization factor of the vehicles cargo space (Kato and Sato, 2006). Companies in Africa, regardless of size, still have the logistics insourcing as a dominant business strategy. This means that they realize logistics activities, transport primarily, themselves, using their own systems, which explains the high cost of transport and logistics. In South Africa, inefficient use of commercial vehicles explains the high logistics costs (Joubert and Axhausen, 2011).

3.6. Growth of the Urban Road Freight Transport

Given that most of the goods flows begins or ends inside the city, it is clear why the road transport has the dominant role in the urban goods distribution. The reasons for the continuous growth of the urban freight transport are numerous, and some of them are: the growth of the urban population, the expansion of cities, new business strategies, relocation of the logistics systems to the outskirts of the city, the disappearance of the warehouse space from the facilities within the city, the growth of the share of commercial vehicles with the capacity less than 3.5 t, etc. In the European conurbations, over 80% of the road freight trips are realized at the distances of up to 80 km, which is defined as an urban or urban-regional transport (Ruesch and Petz, 2008). Research conducted by Ivec in nine European countries, more than twenty years ago, showed that about 48% of vehicles operate within the city, and about 32% of the vehicles within the suburban areas (Eriksson, 1996). In Italy, the final destinations of 70% of the transported cargo are located within the region of origin. The transport distances for more than 50% of the goods are up to 50 km, and for the 25% within the city itself (Ewers, 1994). Recent research in the UK showed that the urban freight transport almost doubled from 1972 until the beginning of this century, while the total quantity of goods increased slightly and the transport distances increased by 140%. Analysis of the road freight transport with the vehicles of the gross weight exceeding 3.5 tones, in the period 1993-2003, showed the growth of 7% in the volume of goods transported and 15% in the average distance traveled (Browne et al., 2007). Given that
the analysis did not include vans and pick-up trucks, the growth of urban freight transport is even higher.

The share of local freight transport depends on the size of the city, ranging from 15% of the total road freight transport in small towns, up to 40% in the large cities. In the period 1994-2004, in the UK there was a growth of road freight transport, expressed in vehicle-kilometers, by 9%. The increase was greater in the streets of lesser importance (12%) than in the major urban corridors (5%). The most significant growth in the number of the travelled vehicle-kilometers had the light-duty vehicles with a payload of up to 3.5 t (29%) (Browne et al., 2007). In 2004, 150 million tons of cargo flows, realized by the road freight vehicles of a gross weight over 3.5 t, had the source and/or destination in the Greater London area, whereas the 64 million tons of cargo flows (about 43%) had the beginning and the end inside London. Commercial vehicles make up around 14% of the total vehicle-kilometers on the main streets of London. In addition, the total number of freight vehicles is also increasing, due to the stronger growth of the light commercial vehicles (DfT, 2005). In fact, the ratio of light and heavy road freight vehicles varies from country to country. In the UK, light commercial vehicles make up the largest part of the cargo vehicles, typically over 80% in the urban areas. The traffic of these vehicles in the urban areas has stable growth, while the traffic of heavy freight vehicles decreases (DfT, 2012).

Supplying the Paris, annually generates about 32 million tons of cargo (over 15 tons per capita), out of which 29.5 million tons is transported by the road (Dablanc, 2011). However, if the other flows (reverse flows, waste and transit flows) are added to this, the volume of road transport is significantly increased. According to the estimates, about 1.6 million deliveries/collections per week is realized in Paris (Baybars and Dablanc, 2004), and it is expected that the road vehicle-kilometers will grow by 11% by the year of 2020 in the Ile de France region (Ripert, 2006). The researches show that commercial facilities, on the average, require 10 deliveries of the basic goods and 7.6 service runs per week, while before the holidays (Christmas) this activity of commercial vehicles increases by 25%. Light-duty vehicles play a dominant role and realize 42% of all deliveries, with an average stay in front of the building of about 10 min (Cherrett et al., 2012). Given the growth of the total volume of traffic, the steady growth in the number of freight vehicles and the road freight transport in the urban areas is expected in the future (Crainic et al., 2009).

3.7. The Loading Factor

The loading factor is the percentage of the used capacity of the vehicles cargo space (payload in tones or volume in m³) and in case of an empty cargo space its value is 0. It is already mentioned that the low degree of utilization of cargo space increases the number of delivery vehicles, i.e. the number of vehicle-kilometers in the urban areas. Even when there is a significant utilization of vehicles in one direction, reverse trips are mostly empty. The loading factor and the share of the empty vehicle runs represent the operational performances of the freight trips which are influenced by the various factors, such as: economic structure and land use, warehousing models and structure of the logistics chains, spatial and geographical features of the city, etc. These factors determine the overall activity of the freight
vehicles needed to deliver a certain quantity of goods. The low loading factor of vehicles increases the companies’ costs and adversely affects the environment and society. The costs of labor, fuel and consumables are almost the same, regardless of whether the vehicle is empty or not. Of course, some goods, due to their characteristics, makes it impossible to use the same vehicle for the transport of some other goods in the return run, but there is a significant range of goods for which this is feasible. Because of all the above, the loading factor of vehicles represents an issue with large reserves in the city logistics and is especially analyzed accordingly.

By applying the business strategies with the minimal inventory and scheduled deliveries, the loading factor is decreasing. In order to meet the increasingly stringent demands of the customers, logistics providers are often more focused toward the effective management of the time aspect then towards the efficient transport, which implies the increase of the running vehicles, and thus the vehicle-kilometers, and the decrease of the loading factors (Demkes et al., 1999). Factors that additionally influence the decline of the loading factors are the growth of the goods volumes (cargo spaces are generally full, but in the terms of area and volume) and the growth of the palletization, i.e. the changes on the market reflected in the trend of going from the bulk or unit loads towards the palettes. However, the development and greater use of the information technologies in the city logistics can compensate the previous influences.

Researches show that commercial vehicles in Europe have rather low factor of loading with the tendency of further decline. In road transport, it is below 50%, and in the Netherlands it fell from 43% to only 30% from 1997 to 2004 (Sathaye et al., 2006). In the UK, the loading factor of the national road transport decreased by 9% in the period 1982-2005. The decline of the loading factor is hiding some opposing trends. On the one hand, better management of the fleet reduced the number of the empty runs, but on the other hand, the loading factor of the vehicles in the loaded direction declined (DfT, 2008). It is estimated that empty runs make up about 25% of the freight vehicle-kilometers (McKinnon, 2003). The geographical imbalance, unsuitability of the vehicles and problems with routing and scheduling of the vehicles are some of the reasons for the still high share of the empty runs.

By applying the business strategies with the minimal inventory and scheduled deliveries, the loading factor is decreasing. In order to meet the increasingly stringent demands of the customers, logistics providers are often more focused toward the effective management of the time aspect then towards the efficient transport, which implies the increase of the running vehicles, and thus the vehicle-kilometers, and the decrease of the loading factors (Demkes et al., 1999). Factors that additionally influence the decline of the loading factors are the growth of the goods volumes (cargo spaces are generally full, but in the terms of area and volume) and the growth of the palletization, i.e. the changes on the market reflected in the trend of going from the bulk or unit loads towards the palettes. However, the development and greater use of the information technologies in the city logistics can compensate the previous influences.

Researches show that commercial vehicles in Europe have rather low factor of loading with the tendency of further decline. In road transport, it is below 50%, and in the
and of the weight capacity about 54% (DfT, 2003c). This confirms the fact that the cargo space surface of the vehicle is often a limiting factor for the transport efficiency. In the European cities, the utilization factor of the cargo space volume of vehicles is increasing and in some cities reaches the value of 70% to 80% (Schoemaker et al., 2006), indicating a decreasing trend in specific mass of the load. The loading factor also depends on the type of load (higher for liquid and bulk cargo), sector of goods, but also from the transport distances (higher for longer distances) (EEA, 2005). Also, the loading factor is lower in the companies that realize the transport activities on their own (insourcing) (Kato and Sato, 2006). The presented data confirm that the loading factor represents a special reserve for improving the performance of city logistics. It is believed that the inclusion of the external transport costs would contribute to a significant increase in total costs, and that the loading factor, i.e. the better vehicle utilization, would become a goal that must be achieved.

3.8. Environmental Impacts and the Quality of Life

The dominant share and the growing trend of road transport in the realization of the goods flows negatively affect sustainability. These impacts are related to the environment (emissions, consumption of non-renewable energy, waste and loss of ecosystems), society (damage to human health, accidents, noise and reduced quality of life) and the economy (reliability and accessibility decrease, price increase, etc.) (Quak, 2008). Due to the traffic congestion, the travel time is extending, placement of the products to the market is delaying and delivery costs are increasing. This can be easily converted into a monetary value because time is money. Traffic congestion on certain sections of the road network are the reason for the use of the alternative routes, which may be longer and less safe, thereby increasing transportation costs and risk. These additional costs are passed through the supply chain and transferred onto the end user. Over time, this translates into a general loss for the society. Residents are the ultimate generators of the commodity and transport flows, but they do not support the disorders that result from the attempts of meeting the market demands. With the increase in the number of freight vehicles, the road safety is reducing. Characteristics of the roads, types of vehicles, driver training and traffic management are typically not considered in the process of routes planning for the freight vehicles. Due to these failures, the number of accidents and damage to infrastructure, i.e. roads, is increasing. The growing trend in traffic volumes reflects to the environment through the high fuel consumption, which natural resources are regenerating more slowly than they are consumed. In addition, the gas emissions and noise levels are increasing.

Freight transport is therefore in a permanent rift between efficient logistics and sustainable development. On the one hand, timed, and less frequent deliveries hinder the achievement of the economies of scale in transport, while on the other hand, there is an increasing pressure for reducing the negative impacts on the environment. This is the most significant challenge in the urban areas. Although the freight transport represents only 20-30% of the road traffic in the city, it generates 20-60% of all emissions originating from the traffic (one-third of emissions of NOx and a quarter of CO2 emissions) (Dablanc, 2007). According to the above mentioned and described
problems, the goal of the city logistics is the improvement of the efficiency of logistics activities, primarily of transport, through the reduction and control of the number, size and characteristics of the freight vehicles, and the number of empty vehicle-kilometers in the city.

Effectiveness and efficiency of the logistics activities in the urban environment, not only affect the local and regional productivity, but also the quality of life in the city (Albalate and Bel, 2009). Externalities originating from the transport (without congestion) in the year of 2000 were estimated at 7.3% of the GDP in the EU15, Norway and Switzerland (INFRAS / IWW, 2004). Freight traffic is responsible for the third of the external costs (including congestion), and the road freight transport has a dominant role. Unsustainable impacts of the transport are many. Some impacts are local in character and tangible only at the sites of the realization of the transport activities (e.g. the noise), while some have a regional character over a longer period of time (e.g. emissions of the greenhouse gases). The scale of the local impact is determined by the population density of the sites on which the transport activities are taking place. Therefore the unsustainable impacts of the freight transportation are the largest in the urban areas (CE Delft, 2008). In addition, the structure and the higher average age of the vehicles, as well as the operating regimes with a large number of trips over short distances and a large number of stopping, make the urban freight transport less sustainable than the long haul transport of goods.

Key impacts are related to the human health and the environment (noise, air pollution, traffic safety, etc.). In addition, there are also broader impacts that affect welfare, including congestion and associated stress and social exclusion. In 2006, the cost of congestion in the EU amounted to 1% of the GDP (EC, 2006), and the most significant component represent the congestion in the urban areas (EC, 2007b). According to the projections, the growth of up to 50% by the year of 2050 is expected (EC, 2011).

4. Conclusion

Logistics, despite the fact that it encourages the urban economy, is still quite neglected in the terms of research and planning. Logistics service providers are focused on their own business, and individually and without coordination implement activities according to the customers’ requirements, with the aim of delivering the right goods at the right place at the right time. In most cases, the realization of flows is successful, but it is not always the most appropriate in the terms of ecology and society.

With the spatial expansion of the cities, development of transport infrastructure and growth of the urban land prices, the stopping points of the macro-distribution flows are shifting towards the peripheral areas. The growth of the road transport, expansion of the network of warehouses and logistics centers, as well as the increased demands in terms of quality and diversity of logistics services, have resulted in a significant increase in the number of commercial vehicles and a worrying loss of the vitality of some cities. In many countries, national and local authorities have tried to implement some concepts of city logistics, but with varying success. From the aspect of planning, the city authorities are mainly dealing with the current situation and short-term solutions to problems. Regulation of
logistics activities is mainly confined to the use of the city ordinances that define the time of delivery, dimensions or payload of the delivery vehicles. Rare are the cities in which the logistics is seen as the service that need help in order to be organized in a more efficient manner. However, from the end of the last century, with the growth of the awareness and concern about the impacts of the logistics activities on the economic, environmental and social sustainability of the cities, the importance of the city logistics is also growing.

City logistics should be the subject of the national strategic plans, as well as spatial, transport and traffic plans of the local authorities. The objectives of these plans should be the reduction of the obstacles for the realization of the cargo flows, optimization of the existing logistics capacities, promotion of the environmental protection and the development of the diversity, efficiency and competitiveness of the logistics and transport infrastructure. In this sense, an integrated approach in all phases of the city logistics planning is required, from the phase of observing the problems and goals of the participants and environment, through the definition of the alternative solutions, modeling and assessment of the effects, to the implementation and exploitation phase. Since the integrated planning involves all aspects of sustainability, city logistics solution is becoming widely accepted and doesn’t only affects the efficiency of logistics and the socio-economic system of the city, but the sustainability of the entire region.

For the purpose of admissibility, successful implementation and sustainability of the solutions, the participation of all stakeholders in their definition should be encouraged using the appropriate methods, and the effects, i.e. the consequences, for the entire system of the city logistics should be considered. However, changes in the problem solving approaches and the integrated planning require a certain level of understanding of the nature of logistics activities, which is usually not the case.
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